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    Abstract

        
            A novel photochemical method of removing reactive fluorides from UF{sub 6} gas has been discovered. This method reduces generated waste to little more than the volume of the removed impurities, minimizes loss of UF{sub 6}, and can produce a recyclable by-product, fluorine gas. In our new method, impure UF{sub 6}, is exposed to ultraviolet light which dissociates the UF{sub 6} to UF{sub 5} and fluorine atom. Impurities which chemically react with UF{sub 5} are reduced and form solid compounds easily removed from the gas while UF{sub 5} is converted back to UF{sub 6}. Proof-of-concept testing involved UF{sub 6} containing NpF{sub 6} and PuF{sub 6} with CO added as a fluorine atom scavenger. In a single photolysis step, greater than 5000-fold reduction of PuF{sub 6} was demonstrated while reducing NpF{sub 6} by more than 40-fold. This process is likely to remove corrosion and fission product fluorides that are more reactive than UF{sub 6} and has been demonstrated without an added fluorine atom scavenger by periodically removing photogenerated fluorine gas. 44 refs., 3 figs., 2 tabs.
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                    VAPOUR-PRESSURES OF NpF$sub 6$ AND PuF$sub 6$ THERMO-DYNAMIC CALCULATIONS WITH UF$sub 6$, NpF$sub 6$ AND PuF$sub 6$

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Weinstock, B; Weaver, E; Malm, J - J. Inorg. & Nuclear Chem.
                            

                    The vapor pressures of NpF/sub 6/ and BuF/sub 6/ were measured from 0 to 77 deg C with a quartz sickle gage. The data were fitted to interpolation formulas from which the triple points. 55.10 deg C,758.0 mm Hg for NpF/sub 6/ and 51.59 deg C. 533.0 mm Hg for BuF/sub 6/, and boiling points, 55.18 deg C for NpF/sub 6/ and 62.16'C for BuF/sub 6/, wens calculated. The derived heat and entropy of fusion for NpF/sub 6/ and PuF/sub 6/ are 4198 and 4456 cal mole/sup -1/ and 12.79 and 13.72 cal mole/sup -1/ deg/sup -1/. respectively. Upon comparisonmore » with UF/sub 6/ several anomalies appear which are discussed and partially explained in the text. The heats of sublimation and vaporization of UF/sub 6/, NpF/sub 6/, and BuF/sub 6/ are calculated from 273.15 to 350 deg K. Satisfactory agreement with the third law of thermodymanics is obtained from the thermodymamic data of UF/sub 6/. The heat of vaporization of UF/sub 6/ at 0 deg K is calculated to be 12.965 cal mole/sup -1/ using the value of b =-3.6 x 10/sup 3/ T/ sup -2/ cal mole/sup -1/ (mm Hg)/sup -1/ for the second virial-coefficient and a new assignment for the fundamental vibration frequencies of UF/sub 6/; nu /sub 1/ = 667. nu /sub 2/ = 535, nu /sub 3/ = 623, nu /sub 4/ =181, nu /sub 5/ = 202, and nu /sub 6/ = 140 cm/sup -1/. The vapor-pressure of UF/sub 6/ at 0 deg C is remeasured to be 17.65 mm in agreement with a thermodynamnic calculation. (auth)« less
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                    Theoretical studies of the structures and vibrational frequencies of actinide compounds using relativistic effective core potentials with Hartree{endash}Fock and density functional methods: UF{sub 6}, NpF{sub 6}, and PuF{sub 6}

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Hay, P; Martin, R - Journal of Chemical Physics
                            

                    The calculated bond lengths and vibrational frequencies of the octahedral compounds UF{sub 6}, NpF{sub 6}, and PuF{sub 6} from Hartree{endash}Fock and various density functional calculations are compared. The calculations employ relativistic effective core potentials (RECPs) derived from one-component relativistic Hartree{endash}Fock atomic wave functions. The structures and frequencies of the hexafluoride molecules were obtained using analytic gradient and second derivative techniques. Of the methods examined here the local density (SVWN) and hybrid functional (B3LYP) have the best performance in terms of the errors compared to experiment for the bond lengths and vibrational frequencies. The analytic representations of the RECPs for U,more » Np, and Pu are given along with Gaussian basis sets for the valence electrons of these actinide elements. {copyright} {ital 1998 American Institute of Physics.}« less
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                    Absolute intensities of infrared-active fundamentals and combination bands of gaseous PuF/sub 6/ and NpF/sub 6/

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Person, W; Kim, K; Campbell, G; ...  - J. Chem. Phys.; (United States)
                            

                    Results are presented for the absolute integrated molar absorption coefficients of the infrared-active fundamental and binary combination bands of PuF/sub 6/ and of NpF/sub 6/ between 1400 and 450 cm/sup -1/. The low resolution band contours of the combination bands ..nu../sub 1/+..nu../sub 3/, ..nu../sub 2/+..nu../sub 3/, ..nu../sub 3/+..nu../sub 5/, ..nu../sub 2/+..nu../sub 6/, and ..nu../sub 2/+..nu../sub 4/ are discussed. From band center positions, the six harmonic wave numbers were obtained and Coriolis constant zeta/sub i/ (i = 3, 4, 5, and 6) estimated. For PuF/sub 6/, the six normal mode vibrations appear to group into one ''local mode'' stretching at amore » mean value of 589 +- 50 cm/sup -1/ and one local mode bending at 195 +- 5 cm/sup -1/. The role of the heavy central atom and the magnitudes of the vibrational force constants are discussed in comparison with UF/sub 6/. The measured intensity for ..nu../sub 3/ is discussed in comparison with previously predicted values.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    THE PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF NpF$sub 6$ A COMPARISON WITH PuF$sub 6$

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Malm, J; Weinstock, B; Weaver, E - Journal of Physical Chemistry (U.S.)
                            

                    The NpF/sub 6/ was prepared in a rather unique fluorination reactor. The unique feature of this fiuorination reactor is the use of liquid fiuorine which drips from the liquid nitrogen cooled condenser onto the heated charge (NpF/ sub 4/ of PuF/sub 4/). This results in a high concentration of F/sub 2/ in the hot zone and sets up violent convection currents which sweep the volatile hexafluoride from the reaction zone to the condenser. The physical properties, irfrared spectrum, magnetic susceptibility, and chemical properties are reported for the prepared NpF/sub 6/. A comparison with PuF/sub 6/ is also reported. (W.L.H.)
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                    Removal of fluoride impurities from UF/sub 6/ gas

                    
                        Patent
                            Beitz, J
                            

                    A method of purifying a UF/sub 6/ gas stream containing one or more metal fluoride impurities composed of a transuranic metal, transition metal or mixtures thereof, is carried out by contacting the gas stream with a bed of UF/sub 5/ in a reaction vessel under conditions where at least one impurity reacts with the UF/sub 5/ to form a nongaseous product and a treated gas stream, and removing the treated gas stream from contact with the bed. The nongaseous products are subsequently removed in a reaction with an active fluorine affording agent to form a gaseous impurity which is removedmore » from the reaction vessel. The bed of UF/sub 5/ is formed by the reduction of UF/sub 6/ in the presence of UV light. One embodiment of the reaction vessel includes a plurality of UV light sources as tubes on which UF/sub 5/ is formed.« less
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